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Abstract. Collaborative Intrusion Detection Networks (CIDN) are usually composed by a set of nodes working together to detect distributed
intrusions that cannot be easily recognized with traditional intrusion
detection architectures. In this approach every node could potentially
collaborate to provide its vision of the system and report the alarms
being detected at the network, service and/or application levels. This
approach includes considering mobile nodes that will be entering and
leaving the network in an ad hoc manner. However, for this alert information to be useful in the context of CIDN networks, certain trust and
reputation mechanisms determining the credibility of a particular mobile
node, and the alerts it provides, are needed. This is the main objective of
this paper, where an inter-domain trust and reputation model, together
with an architecture for inter-domain collaboration, are presented with
the main aim of improving the detection accuracy in CIDN systems while
users move from one security domain to another.
Keywords: Alert Systems; Mobility; Collaboration; Trust; Reputation
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Introduction

The open nature of mobile networks has promoted in recent years a high mobility
of users among heterogeneous wireless networks, in which they can join to gain
access. For example, students, teachers and research staff of a university can
benefit of this mobility service in their academic campus without interceding in
their wireless connectivity. They can in turn join other networks of the system
later, thereby creating a distributed chain of interactions where they can enter
and participate in each of those security domains that form the network.
Mobility of users represents a more global and new way of operation, but
also introduces some challenges have to be tackled to control and, as a main
goal, avoid their possible disruptive behaviors. Current and existing works measure and quantify the trustworthiness of users based on their reputation [1, 2].
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That is, they estimate how good users are according to previous experiences or
interactions they have had with the system in the past.
We focus mainly in this paper on controlling what mobile users do when
they travel across heterogeneous networks and, specifically, in roaming users
who can join and cooperate in the context of collaborative alert systems. These
systems are built up from the inspection of a great amount of alerts produced
in an individual fashion by each of the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) [3].
Collaborative alert systems provide the basis for building a global knowledge of
alerts, based on the cooperation of all members of the system, to increase the
accuracy in detecting distributed threats from a more global point of view.
In this paper we expose a Collaborative Intrusion Detection Network (CIDN)
designed to improve the accuracy when detecting distributed intrusions. To this
end, a global and common alert system is necessary to achieve a high level
overview of the entire system. This provides a way to know and anticipate the
diverse actions an attacker can execute to compromise the system. This cooperative knowledge is then built upon a set of alerts exchanged among all the
components of the network.
The building of this knowledge implies two kinds of communications with the
aim of spreading out and sharing these alerts: an intra-domain exchange of alerts
among all the detection units, either Host-based IDSs (HIDSs) or Network-based
IDSs (NIDSs), into the same security domain; and an inter-domain communication among varying security domains that comprise the alert system to build
the desired high level overview.
In this paper we focus on the process of building a common and cooperative
knowledge of alerts among security domains, i.e., inter-domain communications,
in the context of highly distributed environments. As detection units, especially
mobile HIDSs, which can move from one security domain to others, we also
propose a reputation mechanism to compute the trustworthiness each domain
has on these detection units, regardless of the domain to whom they belong.
Reputation values will give security domains a way of assessing whether any
of their detection units exhibits a correct or malicious behavior. Alerts provided
from those malicious detection units, probably sent to diminish the performance
of the system, or even due to a malfunctioning IDS, can be dropped to avoid
confusion to others. This fact will improve the detection accuracy by rejecting
false alarms received from malicious entities. Thus, the detection of certain malicious behaviors from roaming users is an essential requirement for the success in
detecting distributed attacks.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we motivate
the problem under consideration. Then, we formulate in Section 3 the reputation
mechanism designed to assess the mobile users’ trustworthiness when they move
across security domains. Section 4 describes the main components that comprise
our system architecture. Next, Section 5 discusses the main related work and,
finally, Section 6 remarks the main conclusions and highlights the lines of current
and future work.
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3

Design of an inter-domain collaborative alert system

This section describes the problem under consideration, which will be used
throughout this paper to introduce and describe later the different components
that compose the proposed system architecture.
How these components are distributed, and how they communicate each
other, will be the basis for the definition of our inter-domain reputation mechanism. This mechanism aim to improve the detection accuracy in collaborative
alert systems while roaming users move from one security domain to another.
As a sample scenario, let us suppose the system architecture depicted in
Fig. 1. This example is composed by two different administrative domains, A and
B. An administrative domain is managed by a single organizational authority,
which consists of a certain number of hosts, e.g., workstations, servers or network
devices.
Domain A1

Domain B1
Administrative
Domain A

Administrative
Domain B
HIDS

NIDS

HIDS

NIDS

HIDS

NIDS
HIDS

HIDS

HIDS
NIDS

NIDS

Domain A2

Fig. 1. Mobility of a user among security domains

Each administrative domain can in turn be split into more than one security
domain. For example, the Administrative Domain A in Fig. 1 is split into two
interconnected domains, named Domain A1 and Domain A2 . Each of them is
managed internally by the qualified staff in the security field who defines the
security policies, if any, under which the domain is governed.
In the scenario presented in Fig. 1, it is worth mentioning that there is an
overlapping between two security domains. This overlapping may however not
exist, so both domains would act as two networks totally independent of each
other but belonging to the same administrate domain.
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Hosts connected to a given security domain can make use of it in several
ways. They can vary from the ones installed by the domain’s administrators to
offer a specific service, e.g., Web servers or printing services, and even specific
services to monitor and assess the fulfillment of both internal policies and users’
behavior. With regard to the latter, we focus on the use of Intrusion Detection
Systems, which enable hosts with detection capabilities to know whether an
attacker is exploiting some vulnerability in other system components.
As shown in Fig. 1, some hosts have been labeled according to their skills to
detect suspect or malicious activities when taking two different kinds of sources
of information: at local host to monitor what is happening inside of it, by making
use of a HIDS like the OSSEC tool [4]; and globally to inspect every single packet
that goes through the network, by using a well-known NIDS such as Snort [5].
The distribution of these IDSs is as follows. We assume every NIDS is managed by a domain administrator who will have necessary skills to set it up. As
NIDSs are detection units totally dependent of their security domain, they are
configured according to the internal network distribution and the services their
domain offers. These NIDSs have to be installed and deployed as static elements.
That is, NIDSs cannot operate in mobile devices to detect anomalies in more
than one security domain. Instead, HIDSs do not undergo this kind of restrictions since they only report malicious activities conducted internally in their
device. As a consequence, HIDSs can seamlessly operate in mobile scenarios.
In Fig. 1, it can be seen a mobile HIDS that joins different wireless networks
while it moves across security domains. In each of them, this HIDS can voluntarily join and collaborate (or disrupt) with such a domain by sending out alerts
generated by it. This mobile HIDS, when joining to a particular domain, can
come from another domain and it is not really a newcomer in the system.
Thus, the new security domain has to compute what its reputation value is,
without forgetting what other domains think about such a detection unit. The
calculation of reputation on mobile HIDSs takes place in a special unit for the
domain, named administration unit, possibly the most trustworthy unit thereof.
Next sections detail how reputation values are computed, depending on
whether mobile HIDSs are moving from one security domain to another, both
belonging to the same administrative domain, or whether these movements imply
more than one administrative domain.

3

Inter-domain reputation system

As stated before, the problem we need to solve here is to assess the trustworthiness of the alerts generated by a mobile HIDS that is traveling across different
security domains.
i
So let HIDSΩ
denote the i-th HIDS, HIDS i , being currently at domain
j1
Ωj1 , regardless the domain it actually belongs to.
i
When HIDSΩ
moves from domain Ωj1 to Ωj2 , the latter has to compute the
j1
reputation for such a mobile HIDS based upon two main sources of information;
namely:
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– the previous behavior records of HIDS i within domain Ωj2 , if any; and
– the recommendations provided by other security domains where such HIDS i
remained in the past, weighted by the reliability of each of those domains
from the perspective of domain Ωj2 .
i
More formally, the reputation of HIDSΩ
within the domain Ωj2 , which is
j1
i
represented as RepΩj2 (HIDSΩj ) ∈ [0, 1], would be computed as follows:
1

i
i
RepΩj2 (HIDSΩ
) = α · RepΩj2 (HIDSΩ
)+
j1
j1
Pn
i
k=1 RepΩjk (HIDSΩj1 ) × TΩj2 ,Ωjk
Pn
β·
k=1 TΩj2 ,Ωjk

(1)

where α, β ∈ [0, 1] (fulfilling that α + β = 1) represent the weights given to
previous experiences of domain Ωj2 with HIDS i (direct experiences), and the
recommendations provided by other domains (indirect experiences), respectively.
In turn, TΩj2 ,Ωjk represents the trustworthiness or reliability on domain Ωjk
given by domain Ωj2 .
For the selection of the most appropriate value for the weights α and β, we
propose two alternatives: a light but less accurate one; and a more accurate
approach though requiring some more computation capabilities.
On one hand, α and β values can be predefined as static ones. That is, when
bootstrapping the system, a value like α = 0.7 and β = 0.3, for instance, can be
set and never changed along the time. On the other hand, those values could be
computed in a dynamic fashion as follows:
α → αΩjk (HIDS i )
β → βΩjk (HIDS i ) = 1 − αΩjk (HIDS i )

(2)

Then, αΩjk (HIDS i ) would be based on the number of alerts generated by
the mobile HIDS i within domain Ωjk , so the more alerts it has generated in
the past, the higher the weight domain Ωjk will give to its own experience with
regards to HIDS i , in contrast to the weight given to other domains’ suggestions.
In this sense, the direct experiences of HIDS i within domain Ωjk will have a
higher importance as this detection unit collaborates more with this domain
rather than the rest. On the contrary, βΩjk (HIDS i ) will have a higher weight
when HIDS i provides more alerts to other domains than this one (indirect
experiences).
Additionally, the temporal distribution of the alerts generated by HIDS i
could be also taken into consideration in order to compute αΩjk (HIDS i ). In
this way, the most recent alerts will be more significant to represent the current
behavior of a mobile HIDS i than the older ones. To this end, domain Ωjk has
to assign a higher weight to the former ones as opposed to the weight given to
the latter ones.
Thus, the calculation of RepΩjk (HIDS i ) in a dynamic fashion provides a
new way of tuning the reputation of HIDS i when it joins with domain Ωjk ,
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instead of assigning it a fixed reputation value as if this detection unit was a
newcomer in the system.
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the mechanism for computing the
amount of trust deposited by one domain in the recommendations provided by
other domain, i.e., TΩj1 ,Ωj2 , will be different depending on whether those two
domains Ωj1 and Ωj2 are actually subdomains belonging to the same administrative domain, or they indeed represent different administrative domains.
Thus, if Ωj1 and Ωj2 are subdomains belonging to the same administrative
domain, then TΩj1 ,Ωj2 will be, in some certain situations, directly equal to 1. In
any case, when computing TΩj1 ,Ωj2 , it will most probably have a higher value if
Ωj1 and Ωj2 belong to the same administrative domain than if they do not.
Finally, the reputation of one HIDS, either mobile or not, within a domain is
built up based on its behavior when generating alerts. Thus, a HIDS spreading
out false or even malicious alerts, will end up having a low reputation and hence
its alerts will most probably not be taken into consideration anymore. On the
contrary, if the HIDS behaves properly and it is able (or collaborates) to detect
critical threats, it will end up being considered as highly trustworthy and its
generated alerts will be treated as reliable ones.

4

Architecture for inter-domain collaboration

This section outlines the proposed system architecture by means of the definition
of the main functional blocks each administration unit should support.
This description will provide a clear vision and understanding on how the
reputation mechanism presented above is integrated in those administration
units to manage the reputation values deposited on the mobile HIDSs. Therefore, we also focus in this section on the trust and reputation management to
strengthen administration units with this new sort of knowledge.
4.1

Main functional blocks

The four functional blocks that constitute a particular administration unit are
depicted in Fig. 2. At a glance, we can identify each administration unit providing
four main functionalities.
The first three ones (communication interface, intrusion detection engine and
reaction system) are explained next, while the module to manage the trust and
reputation values of mobile HIDSs is detailed later.
Communication module
The communication interface allows administration units to exchange data in
two senses. First, they are capable of requesting reputation data to other security domains about a particular mobile HIDS, when it moves from one of those
domains to the current one. Then, the current domain will be able to compute
the reputation value of the mobile HIDS according to Equation (1).
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Second, administration units will be also able to share the alerts detected by
them with the rest of members of their domain. It aims at building a cooperative
intra-domain knowledge of alerts, as well as sharing them with other security
domains with which they have a close collaboration relationship.
Intrusion detection capabilities
As an administration unit can also offer detection capabilities, like any other
detection unit of its domain, it is equipped with an intrusion detection module
(first block at the top of Fig. 2) based on two different techniques: a Detection
Engine to analyze and trigger alerts generated internally in the detection unit,
by means of a well-known IDS solution such as Snort or OSSEC (depending
on whether it is a NIDS or a HIDS, respectively); and an Alert Aggregation
& Correlation submodule to generate higher level alerts that synthesize more
complex intrusions by clustering isolated alerts in meaningful groups.

raw data
Alert Aggregation
& Correlation
alert + reputation

Trust & Reputation
Management
reputation

alert

Detection Engine
(IDS)
alert detected

Decision &
Reaction Module

rule

alert detected
target system

Communication Module
reputation

alerts

Fig. 2. Internal components deployed by an administration unit

Both approaches are fed with raw data collected from the sources of information the detection unit handles, and with alerts generated by other IDSs of
its domain. In the latter case, this module also receives the reputation value this
unit has deposited on the one that generated the alert. With this information,
this module can decide of using it or not depending on such a reputation value.
Decision and reaction system
This module enables the detection unit with reaction capabilities. It will enforce
some security rules in the target system for remediating the damages caused
by the unauthorized intrusion, provided this unit has the required credentials
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to do it. This module will also forward the alert detected by the intrusion detection module, either by the Detection Engine or by the Alert Aggregation &
Correlation submodule, with the aim of sharing this knowledge with the rest of
members of its community.
4.2

Trust and reputation management

An administration unit has to manage the reputation values of all IDSs of its
domain, by taking their experiences with the domain in the past, especially those
that can move from one security domain to another, i.e., the mobile HIDSs.
Let us suppose the sample scenario presented in Section 2. In such an example, a mobile HIDS joins several security domains and collaborates with them by
means of sharing the alerts detected by it. Thus, this mobile HIDS will have a
different reputation in each of them depending on its previous interactions with
the domain (direct experiences) and past interactions conducted in other domains (indirect experiences), as explained in Section 3. Hence, it is necessary to
maintain some historic data in each domain to compute these reputation values.
To that end, the Trust & Reputation Management module of Fig. 2 is required
to deploy and maintain a repository for registering all detection units that have
collaborated with the current domain. Fig. 3 shows the same scenario presented
in Section 2, but extended with the information each administration unit has to
maintain internally to compute reputation values.

MAC address

Num. alerts

RepA1 (HIDSi )

00:1E:10:1F:BF:24

15

0.84

TA1,A2
1

TA1,B1 ...

TA1,n

MAC address

Num. alerts

RepB1 (HIDSi )

00:1E:10:1F:BF:24

8

0.91

i

HIDS

TB1,A1

0.87

0.95

Domain A1

Domain A2

TB1,A2 ...

TB1,n

0.88

Domain B1
MAC address

Num. alerts

00:1E:10:1F:BF:24

22

TA2,A1
1

TA2,B1 ...

RepA2 (HIDSi )
0.73

TA2,n

0.85

Fig. 3. Inter-domain reputation management for mobile HIDSs

The administration unit of each security domain will then store a list of IDSs,
which have had any interaction with the domain before, with the following data
for each detection unit:
– MAC address: unique identifier to distinguish this detection unit from the
rest. Thus, this unit can be identified through the same MAC address in all
the involved domains.
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– Number of generated alerts: the amount of alerts is necessary to compute
αΩjk (HIDS i ), as explained in Equation (2).
– Reputation value: this attribute maintains updated the reputation value the
domain has deposited on the current detection unit, which is computed by
using Equation (1).
In addition to this information, each administration unit also has to store the
trust its domain has on the rest of domains, i.e., TΩj1 ,Ωjk from the perspective
of domain Ωj1 .
Bearing in mind the sample data shown in Fig. 3, let us suppose the mobile
HIDS i is currently operating in domain A1 , where its reputation is 0.84, and
it then moves to the domain A2 . In this new domain, where the mobile HIDS i
had already participated in the past with 22 alerts, it has to compute the new
reputation of mobile HIDS i .
By applying Equation (1), this reputation value would be as follows:
i
RepΩA2 (HIDSΩ
) = 0, 7 · 0, 73 + 0, 3 ·
A1

0, 84 · 1 + 0, 91 · 0, 85
= 0, 77
1 + 0, 85

For this example, we have set static values for the weights on direct and
indirect experiences; α = 0.7 and β = 0.3, respectively.
As seen, the new reputation value is slightly higher in domain A2 than before,
from 0.73 to 0.77, since the behavior of such a detection unit in other domains
was better than in domain A2 . Then, the domain A2 will update the reputation
for the mobile HIDS i to this new value.
Following with this example, let us suppose the mobile HIDS i moves now
from domain A2 (where it has a new reputation value of 0.77) to domain B1 . In
this case, the mobile HIDS i travels from one administrative domain to another.
The new reputation value of the mobile HIDS i in domain B1 would be as
follows:
i
RepΩB1 (HIDSΩ
) = 0, 7 · 0, 91 + 0, 3 ·
A2

0, 84 · 0, 95 + 0, 77 · 0, 88
= 0, 88
0, 95 + 0, 88

Now, the new reputation value is slightly lower (from 0.91 to 0.88) since this
detection unit had a worse performance in other different domains.

5

Related work

Enhancing security in highly distributed environments like mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) or wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has been a subject of
research for a number of years now. Recently, efficient and accurate trust and
reputation management [2, 6, 7] has arisen as a novel and effective solution for
certain security lacking environments.
Several works have been done so far in this field, dealing with MANET
networks [1, 8, 9] and WSNs [10–12], among many other systems. In this way,
for example, [1] presents a collaborative reputation model aimed to work in
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MANETs in order to prevent selfish behavior of its users. The authors claim
that all members have to contribute to the community life in order to be entitled to use its resources.
On the other hand, intrusion detection systems and, more specifically, collaborative intrusion detection networks have drawn as well the attention of a
number of researchers and research groups from both academia and industry all
around the world. These systems improve the efficiency of intrusion detection by
exchanging low-level intrusion alerts between IDSs in order to produce a high
level overview of the whole system [3].
Besides, the combination of trust and reputation management and CIDNs,
or rather, the application of the former to the latter, is still at a preliminary
stage. Only a few works like [13–15] address this issue. The first of them [13]
proposes a trust-based framework for secure collaboration within a CIDN. In
particular, each HIDS assesses how trustworthy other HIDSs are, based on its
own experience with them. RADAR, which is presented in [14], consists of an
anomaly detection system aimed to identify abnormal mesh nodes in wireless
mesh networks through a reputation measurement characterizing and quantifying a node’s behavior in terms of fine-grained performance metrics of interest.
Finally, the authors of [15] show a trust-based selection mechanism for choosing
the optimal information provider in an intrusion/fraud detection system, which
works by analyzing the response of nodes (agents) to a set of prepared challenges
inserted into the system.
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the work hereby presented is one
of the first ones in the literature applying a reputation mechanism to assess
the trustworthiness of the alerts generated by mobile HIDSs traveling across
different domains in the context of collaborative intrusion detection networks.

6

Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a collaborative alert system where different domains can
participate in building a cooperative knowledge of alerts. This fact will improve
the accuracy in detecting distributed threats by sharing isolated alerts individually detected, thereby providing a high level overview of the entire system.
To provide a better accuracy, the proposed Collaborative Intrusion Detection
Network (CIDN) is strengthened with an inter-domain reputation mechanism,
which is capable of computing the reputation of mobile HIDSs when they travel
across security domains.
As a statement of direction, our intention is to continue working in some
aspects that have remained open in this proposal. Among them, we indicate
here two open issues in which we are interested: first, how to compute the trustworthiness or reliability one security domain has on another for calculating the
reputation of a mobile HIDS; and, second, how a domain can estimate the weights
α and β, according to its own experiences with the mobile HIDS and those that
are provided by other domains.
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